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DISCLAIMER: 

This document has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union. The content 

of the document is the sole responsibility of the Region of Epirus and can under no circumstances be 

regarded as reflecting the position of the European Union and/or the Interreg ADRION Programme 

authorities. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The purpose of the activity is to analyse destination situation, first at each partner level and 

then for the ADRION area as a whole. The situation analysis involves analysis and understanding 

the environment in which the tourism destination operates. The aim is to assist destination 

managers in identifying key factors that will influence how a destination is developed, marketed 

and managed over time. Understanding our consumer and the wealth of factors that go into 

making a decision about how they spend their discretionally income is key for formulating 

proper strategy and actions. Statistics, facts and figures, surveys, researches has been collected 

and scrutinised, along with tourists profiles, competitive destinations analysis, and tourism 

trends at global level, keeping in mind that statistics can describe the past and attempt to 

predict the future, but the best indication of the future comes from engaging the tourism 

industry, community leaders and influencers. 

 

Instructions by the Activity Leader, Zadar County Development Agency (ZADRA NOVA):  

Based on the market research and analysis of the destination in the context of ADRION 5 SENSES 

project, please fill in the TEMPLATE 1. MARKET RESEARCH, COMPETITION ANALYSIS AND TRENDS 

PER REGION specifically providing the most current data related to the cultural and natural 

resources; analysis of visitors;  structure and types of tourists; analysis of accomodations and 

number of stays; cultural and other offering (products, services, attractions); analysisi of the 

market and competition as well as strategies/policies and global trends.  

Please read the sections carefully and pay attention to the number of signs. This means that in 

some sections, provide analysis and not just listings. You can provide graphics but also please 

no more than two per section (summary of key findings). You may provide links and references 

as well as additional relevant literature to back your analysis and data. Those references will 

be useful in the second phase of the project implementation (strategy and action plan).  
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2. MARKET RESEARCH, COMPETITION ANALYSIS AND TRENDS 

PER REGION 
 

2.1 ANALYSIS OF THE DESTINATION 
 

2.1.1 Geographical and other characteristics of the region  

 

The Albanian Alps region (AA) is situated in north Albania, on the border with Montenegro and Kosovo. 

This region is distinguished for the contrasted relief, the Mediterranean mountain climate, natural 

parks and the reach cultural aspects, which reflects a unique lifestyle where time seems have been 

stopped. Thanks to the morphology and nature (3 national parks and 2 regional parks), this region is 

inscribed as a continuity of “Bjeshkët e Nemuna” Park in Kosovo and the “Prokletije” National Park 

in Montenegro.  

The morphological features, separate the access to this region into two parts: the Western and Easter 

Alps Area. The Western part is easily accessible from Shkodra and Malësia e Madhe, and the Eastern 

Alps Area easily accessible from Bajram Curri. The connection between the two parts of the Albanian 

Alps, could be done thanks to the ferry boat connecting Koman to Fierza, trails between Valbona and 

Theth, and the road connecting Vermosh, Plava-Gucia to Gjakova. 
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Access and interconnectivity of the Albanian Alps. 1 

 

 

2.1.2 Demographics – brief description of the demographics situation in the 

region 

 

1.2. Demographics – brief description of the demographics situation in the region 2 
 

                                                             
1 Ref. National Sectorial Tourism Plan for the Albanian Alps Region 
2 There is a difference between the population of resulting from the Census 2011 and the population registered in 
the National Civil Register. Form the Census 2011 the population of the Albanian Alps Regions is 28,006 
inhabitants, while for the same year the population registered in the National Civil Register the population was 
47,555 inhabitants. The diference between the this two data is due to a larg internal, external and seasonal 
migration, the  and the incapacity to reflect the popualtion migrated in the National Civil Register. For this reason 
the data that will be presented in this section will be based on the Census and the projections provided by INSTAT 
('Albanian Projections and population 2011-2031’, 2014) 
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In the last Census 20113 the resident population of the Albanian Alps Region, is 28,006 inhabitants, 

representing about 1% of Albanian population and registering a low density of 14 inhabitants/km2. 

According to INSTAT4, the residential population of the Albanian Alps Region could be estimated to be 

25, 071 inhabitants for 2018 (age-group 0-14 years old represent 20.5%, age-group 15-65 years old 

represent 65% and the age-group over 65 years old represent 14.5% of the population). In general, the 

Albanian Alps have to dill with increasing dependency ratio due to the decline in birth rate and the 

aging population. Because of the lack of access and interconnectivity with the local markets, the 

migration phenomenon is more accentuated in the central part of the AA, however the tourism 

development has a positive effect from the demographic point of view. 

5 

6 

 

                                                             
3 Census 2011, is the last registration done in Albania, on October 2011, providing population and socio-economic 
statistic.  
4 'Albanian Projections and population 2011-2031’, Instat 2014. 
5 Resident population projection based on the 'Albanian Projections and population 2011-2031’, Instat 2014 and 
the consultant extrapolation. 
6 Resident population projection based on the 'Albanian Projections and population 2011-2031’, Instat 2014 and 
the consultant extrapolation.  
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2.1.3. Economic characteristics  

 

1.3. Economic characteristics (characteristics of the labour market, key economic sectors, main 

sources of revenue – please provide one to two summarized graphic presentations overview in the past 
three – five years) 
(1000 signs excluding graphic presentation) 

 

The GDP and the GDP per inhabitant of AA is one of the lowest in Albania, approximately 2,716 EUR / 

Inhabitants7. Agricultural and Services sectors are the most important sectors of the AA. However the 

service sector is dominated by the public sector who is also the largest employer in the region, 

especially in the western part of the AA, while self-employment in agricultural sector is dominating 

the eastern part. According to Census 2011, the unemployment ratio was estimated up to 47% for all 

AA, this ratio was even more important for young people under 25 years old, reaching 74%. The work 

force enjoys mostly a lower education, with an average of 9.2 year of education. Even if agriculture 

is one of the main activities supporting the family economy, the development of the tourism sector of 

the last 10 years has significantly influenced the income growth and employment, and has had the 

effect of bringing back the population in the region. 

8 
 

 

  

                                                             
7 Estimation based on Instat 2016 Data and the consultant extrapolation , 339,500 ALL/inhabitant 
8 Estimation based on Census 2011. 

Services 
55%
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2.2 RESOURCE ANALYSIS  
 

2.2.1. Natural Resources 

 

 

In the AA there are 3 National Parks,  

• Natural Strict Natural Reserve of "Gashi River" with an area of 3000 ha; 

• Thethi National Park with a total area of 2,630 ha; 

• The Valbona Valley National Park with a total area 8,000 ha. 

In order to ensure the protection and complete the legal framework, these three parks has been 

proposed to be included in only one park: the Albanian Alps National Park, covering un largest area 

with a surface of 86,086 ha. From the morphology and the characteristics, this proposed park could 

be considered as continuity of the National Parks "Prokletije" of Montenegro and "Bjeshkët e Nemuna" 

of Kosovo. 

Also in this area, there are 2 regional Parks  

 Regional Natural Park Nikaj-Mërtur, with a surface of 17,505 ha 

 Regional Natural Park Shkreli, with a surface of 20,282 ha. 

Moreover, 88 natural monuments of different types profit form e national, such as: water springs, 

glacial lakes, valley and glacial, karst caves, canyons, natural bridges, waterfalls, etc.  

Considering that almost 61% of the AA region are parks area, shows that this region should be developed 

according to the Parks rules, so protecting the Central and Effective Management Area, and limiting 

the development in the Sustainable Development  and the Traditional Usage Area.  

The richness of the flora and fauna, have always been part of the local life, offering to local producers 

unique pasture, the possibility to harvest medicinal and aromatic herbs, that are commercialised in 

the most frequented areas. The development of the natural trails connecting the different natural 

monuments, passing to different scenery offer an unique experience to visitors, stimulating not only 

their vision, hearing, smell and  touch, but thanks to the natural products even the taste. The different 

activities that are/could be developed in the area, make this region very attractive for active urban 

tourists searching adventure and change of scenery.  
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2.2.2. Cultural resources - brief description and listing of the most valuable 

cultural resources  

Even if only some areas of immovable cultural heritage have been officially protected, the cultural 

heritage of the area is undoubtedly unique and complex. The most important cultural monuments that 

could be mentioned are : Shoshan Castle, Leka Castle, Rosuja Town, Dragobia Cave, Bajram Currit 

Mill, Mehmet Rama’s House, Bajram Osumi's House, Sali Man's House, Mic Sokoli’s Tower, Lulash Keci’s 

House, Ndue Mark Kolas's House, Marash Kolas's House, Shkurte Alija’s House, Zef Koceku's House, The 

House of the Writer Martin Camaj, the Castle of Dalmacas, Koman's Old Cemeteries, Ballec Castle, 

Tamar Bridge over Cemi River of Vukl and Inn near the bridge. 

The urban and architectural value of the Thethi village carries out important historical values, for this 

reason the village is under national protection since 2016. However many other villages in the area, 

shows e architectural and cultural values that reflect the region's history, as for example Valbona, 

Dragobia, Vermosh, Curaj i Epërm etc.  

The most prominent archaeological areas in the AA, belonging to the Iron Age, are: Illyrian Town of 

Rosuja, Shoshan Town, Grisë Town, Disdari Town, Lekas Castle, and Illyrian Walls in Rajas.  

Religious buildings reflect cultural diversity, built according to traditional knowledge, there are traces 

of Catholic, Orthodox and Muslim objects, as for example: church of Shën Gjinit – Theth; the Old 

mosque of Dragobia – Valbonë etc. 

The Ethnographic museum of Thethi and the Museum of Bajram Curri, are not focused only on the 

history of the region, but also on the ethnographic wealth, local crafts, weapons, traditional 

instruments (Lahuta, Ciftelia), traditional cloths (Xhubleta, Xhamadan) etc.  

At the other hand, the AA region benefited from a very rich immaterial culture, folklore, costumes 

and traditions, beliefs and superstitions, folk art, gastronomy, local mythology and legends as for 

example: “Epos i kreshnikve” rhapsody , the legends of  Mujit and Halili, the customary law of “Kanuni 

i Lek Dukagjini” etc.  

The material and immaterial cultural wealth of the AA, does not only offer the possibility to stimulate 

the five senses, but also offer the possibility to stimulate their imaginations. 

 

2.3. VISITORS’ ANALYSIS  
 

2.3.1. Brief analysis of the tourism in the region – key characteristics 

 

 

The tourism in the Region of the AA is mostly oriented on natural activities as: hiking, trekking, walking 

in nature, etc.  
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Most of the tourist visiting the AA are international visitors coming from the Central Europe, mostly 

with a university education and a good financial situation, staying in guest-house with small 

capacities, with simple accommodation structures. This aspects shows that the natural assets of the 

regions, have motivated these tourist to come and visit the region. However the interest for the 

cultural aspect of the region is ranked as a second reason motivating the tourists to come in the AA9.  

The tourism service offer is still not developed completely, because various activities that could be 

developed in the area are starting very slowly to develop, as for example tourism services oriented on 

the local history and culture; handcrafts and industry, biking etc.  

 

  

                                                             
9  
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2.3.2. Analysis of accommodation capacities 

 

There are currently 180 accommodation units in the AA, where: 148 of them are guesthouses, 21 are 

hotel, 9 camping areas, 2 hostel. The Accommodation capacity is estimated to 1079 rooms and 3,110 

beds for all the AA.  

Theth (850 beds), Valbona (653 beds) and Razma (355 beds) concentrate the largest accommodation 

capacity. According to the actuals dynamics, it must also be pointed out the case of Vermosh valley 

knowing a keen interest due to the improvement of the access (actual capacity is estimated up to 157 

beds).  

The development of guesthouses, has provides an efficient response to unexpected demand of the 

past years. The development of this kind of accommodation structures serves to optimize the existing 

housing utilization, offering a secondary economy for the rural population and reduce the 

environmental impact of new constructions.  

Considering the growing interest for new structures, the negative impact of renovations on traditional 

houses and the environmental impact, the NSTPAA10 has calculate the caring capacity that sets the 

maximum capacity at around 12,000 beds all over the AA, and orientations on structures to be 

developed in different localities.  

 

11 

 

 

                                                             
10 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region', 2017 
11 Based on the 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region' for 2016 and data collected by the 
consultant.  
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2.3.3. Analysis of arrivals and overnight stays 

 

 

Considering that there are no historical data, only few evaluation on tourism arrival information exist, 

especially for Theth and Valbona, that count respectively 16,000 ant 8,000 tourist according to 

estimation done on 2013. In 2016 the number of overnight visitors in the AA was estimated to be 66,400 

tourist and 52,250 day visitors. Form the results of the survey performed to 1,405 tourists, the average 

of night spent in the AA was estimated 2.4 nights, so for 2016 the number of night consumed in the 

AA, could be estimated up to 160,800 nights. The average expenditure for the accommodation is 24 

Euros, and represent only 31 % of the general expenditures.  

Taking in to consideration the lack of data and In order to identify the general touristic trends, the 

“Delphy” technic has been tested on the 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region', 

2017. Thanks to this technic, en estimation of the overnight tourism projection has been identified, 

showing a rapid growth in the number of tourists for the next years, projecting 116,445 tourist for 

2023 and 282,054 tourists for 2028.  

12 

 

                                                             
12 Based on the 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region', 2017 and the consultant 
estimation.  
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 13 

 

 

  

                                                             
13 Estimation of the Overnight Stays In the Albanian Alps, 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps 
Region', 2017, and consulent data traitement.  
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2.3.4. Analysis of overnights and income 

 

Considering are no historical and official data on overnight stay and incomes generated by the 

accommodation system, it would be interesting to provide an estimation of the overnight 

expenditure in the AA and the results of the 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps 

Region', 2017. Staring from the 172,248 overnights in the AA on 2018 and that the average cost for 

the accommodation is 24 Euros14, the general turnover of the accommodation system could be 

estimated up to 4,133,952 Eur, and the Incomes generated up to 620,090 Eur.  

 

15 

 

 

  

                                                             
14 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region', 2017 
15 Estimation of the Accomodation system incomes In the Albanian Alps, 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The 
Albanian Alps Region', 2017, and consulent data traitement. 
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2.4 ANALYSIS OF SERVICES AND ATTRACTIONS RELATED TO CULTURAL AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES  
 

2.4.1. Brief analysis of key characteristics and challenges related to key services 

and main attractions  

 

The AA benefits of a great number of natural and cultural assets that make the region unique. The 

increasing interest for the region has resulted in the development of activities related to nature, 

landscape and local architecture. The main attractions are more oriented on the natural aspect rather 

than the cultural aspect. Activities as Hiking, trekking or maintaining in the main trails as for example 

the Thethi-Valbona, Bjeshkët e Nëmuna and Via-Dinarica, could be considered as the main touristic 

activity in the AA. Even if the natural trails are more and more frequent and develop in an increasingly 

interconnected network, the cultural services are not various and limited to small segment of the 

market.  

Bat considering the local architecture, the history, legends and folklore and based on  the positive 

appreciation of the tourist on the local culture, way of life and the hospitality local people, many 

touristic services culture oriented, should have been developed. Even if the main touristic itineraries 

exploit mostly the natural aspect, the local guides declare that there is an important trend on product 

diversification, by integrating cultural monuments, local history, folklore, legends, Cultural and local 

customs. At the other hand, the cultural aspects accentuates the difference with direct competitors.  

The hiking trail between Theth and Valbona is the perfect example of touristic activities that include 

different types of tourism, the sport and adventure one, related with the hiking/trekking process, 

nature tourism, related with the natural scenery, flora and fauna, and in the and the cultural tourism 

related with the historical village of Theth and the various monuments of Valbona valley.  

This success story could be, developed even in other area of the Albanian Alps, as for example Lekbibaj 

– Curraj I Epërm – Dragobi. 

As proposed in the 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region’, different itineraries 

could be exploited in order to include the different touristic advantages of the region, proposing an 

intermodal itinerary (using roads, ferry, trails), passing through Albania, Montenegro and Kosovo.  
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2.4.2. Relevant products and services related to cultural and natural resources  

 

The development of natural areas tourism, which refers to tourists who want to explore and have an 

active experience, in high natural and landscape values, is one of the main pillar of the Albanian Alps 

tourism development. The example of hiking trails from Thethi-Valbona, Valbona – Dragobi- Curraj I 

Epërm – Lekbibaj, that embodies nature-oriented tourism, have also cultural resources, which makes 

these itineraries even more interesting. 

The development of Entertainment and recreational activities, hiking and Alpinism, Speleological and 

biking products and services, help keep this craze for AA. However touristic products and services 

taking into account the local history, handicraft, religious objects, traditional rural aspect, agro-

tourism, local gastronomy, health care... are products that that need to be develops more quickly.  

The touristic itineraries product are mostly concentrated in the Albanian Alps region, while for 

examples itineraries connecting Shkodra, to Vermosh to Plava and Gucia and to Kosovo are still not 

fully developed, which would offer a very diversified product and would enlarge the network. 

Local guides and agencies are the main actors that understand the necessity to offer integrated 

products and services, which stimulate the all senses of the visitors. At the other hand local restaurants 

tries to use local products and authentic cuisine based on the traditions of the years, as for example 

offering the traditional meal as : “qervish”, “maza”,“fli“, “pite me maze”, “kos i kulluar”, dry meat 

etc. 
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2.4.3. Relevant attractions 

 

Shoshan Castle, Rosuja Town, Dragobia Cave, Bajram Currit Mill, Mic Sokoli’s Tower, Koman's Old 

Cemeteries, Tamar Bridge over Cemi River are the most important cultural monuments that benefit 

also from e unique natural landscape, who attract a large number of tourist every year.  

The access improvement in the western part of the Alps, not only improved access to previously 

isolated areas as Tamara, Lëpushë and Vermosh, who have unique natural and architectonic 

characteristics, but also made it possible to connect the area with Montenegro and other adjoining 

nationals parks. As mentioned the Eastern part has also, abundant and varied agricultural production, 

attracting more and more visitors coming from the biggest town of Albania.  

Theth, Valbona, Curraj I Epërm, Dragobi, Vukël-Nikç are the main locations where intertwine 

architectonic values, ancestral traditions, cultural monuments, natural scenery whit beautiful 

mountain landscape. At the other hand Sylbicw, Cerem, Kiri valley, Lepushë and Ragam are the 

locations that offer an unique natural scenery, between mountains, valley, glacial lakes, pasture etc. 

Hiking/trekking are the most important activities in the region, attracting a large number of tourists 

in the trails: Valbona – Theth; Tropoja - Sulbica - Dobërdol - Valbona - Cerem; along Valbona River to 

the Waterfall and Hoxhaj - Peak of Shkelzen; Lekbibaj - Curraj i Eperm – Dragobi – Cerem etc.  

All the mentioned trails are passing in the most picturesque places of Albania, from the natural point 

of view but even from the cultural aspect.  

Considering that this attractions are situated in one of the regions with unique culture, tradition, 

folklore, legends, music, handcrafts and gastronomy, it could be considered that ADRION 5 SENSES 

project requirement are completed.  
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2.5 ANALYSIS OF MARKET AND COMPETITION 
 

2.5.1. Structure and types of visitors in the region  

 

 

The tourism in the AA region has begun to develop especially in the last 10 years, initially in Theth, 

Valbona and Rasma, and now even in more previously isolated areas like Vermosh, Lëpushë, and even 

in Curraj I Epërm which is still not easily accessible. 

The actual tourists are mostly young peoples (25-45 years old) with university education, preferring 

the guest houses accommodation, staying in the 2 to 3 days, and spending approximately 76 Euro per 

day. Their interest in nature, landscape quality, adventure and sports, lifestyle and hospitality are the 

main aspects that motivate them to coma to the Alps. The activities practiced are walking in nature, 

photography, climbing / mountaineering, picnics and testing local gastronomy are the main activities 

that these visitors perform.  

The international Visitors represent the most important part of the tourism market in the AA, 

representing 67% of the tourists, while domestic visitors represent only 33%. The domestic tourist are 

more oriented on relax tourism and are more critical than the International tourists, who are more 

sensible environmental protection and the Cultural values. However the experience and positive image 

for the Albanian Alps will guide international and domestic visitors to the loyalty and promotion of the 

area. 
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 2.5.2. Analysis of the selective types of tourism relevant for the region  

 

According to the actual demand and to the potential development, there are four main touristic 

segment:  

- International and domestic active explorers: 40-65years old visitors with a good financial 

situation, that come in small groups for few days, in order to go walking in nature, have various 

cultural experiences, test local food, drinks and gastronomy, staying in cosy accommodation 

structures. 

- International and domestic young urban explorers: 25-35 years old visitors with a modest 

financial situation, that comr to visit the AA with friends, in order to go hiking/trekking and 

visit easily accessible cultural monuments.  

- Family: coming mainly from the neighbouring big cities, with a comfortable financial situation, 

which will stay for z weekend or few days, in order to go hiking, visit natural and cultural 

monuments, test local products and gastronomy. 

- Relaxing customer: coming individual or in groups from the neighbouring big cities, in order to 

test local food and drinks, have cultural and entertainment activity, for 1or2 nights in 

comfortable accommodation structure.  

Considering the actual and the future potential of development, the main type of tourism relevant for 

this region are : 

1. Natural tourism: oriented on nature exploration, adventure, related to local tradition. 

2. Cultural tourism: oriented on the tangible and intangible cultural heritage, tradition, lifestyle 

recognition, folklore, local cultural festivals etc. 

3. Rural tourism: oriented on agro-tourism, rural environments, local products gastronomy.  

4. Adventure and sports tourism: oriented on recreational and sports activities. 
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2.5.3. Competition analysis  

 

The main aspect appreciated by International and domestic tourist identifying also the competitive 

advantages of the AA, are: the quality of the natural landscape ad sceneries; hospitality and ability to 

meet the local population; natural and rural lifestyle; local products and gastronomy; 

hiking/trekking/walking in nature and on the mountain.16 This competitive advantages put AA in a 

comfortable position vis-à-vis of the regional competitors, however the lack of various touristic 

services, promotion, collaboration with the neighbouring states, environment and architectural 

protection, can destabilize the sustainability of the tourism sector in the region.  

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 RELEVANT STRATEGIES AND POLICIES RELATED TO THE PROTECTION, 
VALORISATION, INTERPRETATION, PROMOTION AND MANAGEMENT OF 
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES 
 

2.6.1. Strategies and policies  

 

The main national strategies and policies concerning the Albanian Alps are: The General National Plan 

2015-2030, The Draft Strategy for Tourism Development 2017-2022, The National Sectorial Tourism 

Plan For The Albanian Alps Region and the General Local plan of the municipality of Shkodra, Malësi e 

Madhe and Tropoja. Considering the hierarchy of the plans and the interest of environment protection, 

the main strategies and policies that could be related to ADRION 5 SENSES project, could be found in 

the National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region. From the point of view of the visions, 

objectives and orientations given by this plan, these are the competitive advantages, the territorial 

specificities, and the evaluation of the regional concurrency which guides the development of the AA, 

what follows the logic aims by ADRION 5 SENSES project. 

 

 

2.6.2. Possible sources of funding  

                                                             
16 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region', 2017 
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The mains source of founding that intervening in the AA, are mostly coming public investments, local 

government investments. Taking in to consideration that this region is one of the poorest region of 

Albania, the public actions on natural and cultural assets protection, valorisation, promotion and 

management are limited. For this reasons many actors as GIZ, DLDP, Italian Cooperation, USaid and 

other, offer their support through small grants, projects, administrative help etc. 

At the other hand, the private sector was made aware of the need to protect the cultural and natural 

heritage of the Albanian Alps, and some small private investment has been undertaken on the 

environmental and cultural protection.  

  

 

 

2.7. GLOBAL TRENDS  
 
 

The Tourism industry, as identified by the WTTC and UNWTO, has a broad role in the: economic 

development, productivity, income improvement, poverty reduction, employment. Even if Albania is 

situated near the most important destinations in the world, the general number of foreign visitors 

coming in Albania has increased from 3,256 thousand on 2013 to 5,118 to thousand on 2017. The 

national trend, is particularly due to the coastal areas, but this last years a large frequentation has 

been registered even at the interior of the lands et especially in the north part of Albania. The example 

of Thethi shows very well the impressive evolution of the frequentations, passing from less than 1,000 

tourist in 2007 up to 16,000 tourist on 2015. Same impressive number of frequentation, are registered 

in other localities of the AA, as for example Valbona and Vermosh. 

The positive trends has been identified even by the “Delphy” technic tested in the 'National Sectorial 

Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region', 2017, project 116,445 tourist for 2023 and 282,054 tourists 

for 2028, while on 2017 the number of tourist was only 69,000 tourists. 

Considering this trends, it is clear that there is a high risk of damaging the natural and cultural assets. 

For this reason the 'National Sectorial Tourism Plan For The Albanian Alps Region' has been elaborated, 

in order to orient the touristic development, minimize the risk and protect the natural and cultural 

assets. To let this plan achieving these objectives, it is necessary to promote and sensitize the various 

actors on the interest of preserving the nature and culture, thanks to sustainable management.   
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